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The Economic Dynamics of Asia

● Countries of Asia --from Korea to Pakistan-- face a variety of problems and opportunities.  This
opens up cooperation but also competition and friction in some key areas. Slide 1

● Let’s start with two things to keep in mind: Slide 2

○ First, an economic truth: economic growth comes from productivity increases plus
population growth.  Economic growth = population growth plus productivity growth

○ Second, many East Asian economies followed a development model of attracting low
wage manufacturing, moving up to more sophisticated products, and then developing
their own technology and investments. Taiwan, Korea, Singapore, China, Malaysia.

■ In fact, over the last decade, low wage jobs were starting to move out of China as
wages rose and products made in China became more technology intensive.

● So, let’s take a look where things stand with the players and regions. Slide 3

● The United States is roaring back from the pandemic lull, but in a broader context faces some
key economic challenges.

○ First, is maintaining its technical advantage to stay ahead of the pack.

■ Others are catching up as technologies that were unique --chip making-- become
more accessible.

● This happened last in the 1980s when Japan and Korea began making
televisions, electronics and cars -- leading to a frenzy of Japan bashing
and US paranoia.

■ The US lead in research is still strong, and will be helped by new government
investments in basic research via the National Science Foundation and DARPA.

● Nonetheless, we’re catching up to our prior levels with lower levels of
Federal spending for recent decades.

■ However, the US workforce is not keeping up with the technological requirements
because the US education system is so poor.

● Our financing of education means that poor districts have poor schools,
rich districts have rich schools.

● U.S. and foreign investors in the US, German companies for example,
complain about the lack of availability of qualified, educated workers.

○ The biggest US challenge is to upgrade our productivity by upgrading our workforce.
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○ The US also has the ability to gain growth by increasing population, not just from births
but from an immigration system that has contributed so much to US growth in the past.

■ We’ve missed out on talent by restricting immigration in recent years.

○ So, first and foremost, we need to look to ourselves to solve our problems, rather than
blaming them on outsiders.

● China is also roaring back but started earlier as it dealt successfully with the pandemic.

○ Nonetheless, China also faces a host of internal problems.

○ China has lifted hundreds of millions of people out of poverty through 40 years of
economic growth largely based on a flood of low-paid workers producing for export.

■ The last 10 years of Chinese growth were sustained by massive government
infrastructure investment.

● They’ve built amazing trains and roads and bridges --running out of
opportunities so they’ve ended up with bridges to nowhere.

○ China’s biggest challenge is to develop the workforce and technology to become a
technology based economy --being able to pay workers for productivity gains not just
faster work.

■ China’s government is making massive investments in technology, particularly
twenty-first century fundamentals like electric vehicles and artificial intelligence.

■ Foreign investment in manufacturing in China for the Chinese market will grow,
but manufacturing for the world market increasingly goes elsewhere.

■ However, Chinese companies --with the domestic market as their base-- will
compete for the global market.

○ At the same time, China’s leaders are clamping down, imposing Communist Party
Control under Xi Jin Ping.

■ The Communist party has strengthened its controls on the media, on companies,
on universities, and on the availability of information and debate.

■ The Party is moving against big private enterprises like Alibaba, Didi Chuxing.

● They’ve shown they’re more interested in placing Comminist party controls
on private as well as public enterprises than in enhancing their innovation.
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○ We know this can’t end well; the dead hand of the Chinese state harms business,
productivity and growth.

○ Plus China’s other challenges:

■ Getting old before getting rich.

■ Population stagnation.   All growth rests solely on productivity gains.

○ In sum, we will see successes where the government focuses investment --including
high tech like artificial intelligence and data analysis-- but rebalancing China’s economy
to be more creative overall and more consumer-oriented will lag.

● Japan remains a major player.  Funny to say, we tend to forget about Japan.

○ Japan is the largest investor in infrastructure in Southeast Asia -- ahead of China’s Belt
and Road

○ Japan is a major funder and player behind the Asian Development bank.

○ Japanese firms manufacture and sell in China despite the political tensions.

○ Japan, as well as Europe, can also partner in crafting global rules that protect
technology, investments, data privacy, and corporate practices.

● Southeast Asia --hit hard by the pandemic- was acquiring jobs and manufacturing as wages
rose in China, even before the pandemic.

○ Vietnam (and Bangladesh) appear to have been the major beneficiaries in terms of low
wage jobs and moves by companies to diversify their supply chains.

○ Investment by US, Japanese and other firms has grown as Southeast Asia has moved
towards more openness and integration.

○ The challenge for Southeast Asia is to integrate their economies further and become an
open bloc of 660 million people, with a fast expanding middle class.

● Finally, South Asia --India, Pakistan, Bangladesh and neighbors-- still mired in the pandemic.

○ Regional integration is poor.  The Middle class however, is burgeoning and consumer
spending growing.

○ Low wage manufacturing is expanding in Bangladesh and Sri Lanka; while services and
construction drive growth in India.

○ Population and productivity are both growing, but regional integration lags behind.  Even
trade within India is often difficult.
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● Economic Frictions will emerge: Slide 4

○ Protecting technology and patents.

○ Upgrading to automated manufacturing that displaces low wage jobs.

○ Upgrading the workforce for a more computerized economy.

○ Protecting investments and getting equal treatment to local investors.

○ Competition around tax revenue, climate change, pollution standards.

● So, back to the big picture. Slide 5

○ Asia is becoming home to the world’s largest middle class --a driver of growth and
aspirations.  Both productivity and populations are growing rapidly.

■ Turmoil, change and repression should be expected, particularly when
governments don’t deliver on expectations.

○ China’s growth will continue strong, driven by a huge middle class, but creativity and
innovation will be limited by heavy-handed government policies.  Expect breakthroughs
in particular areas.

○ Southeast Asia is moving up both in terms of manufacturing bases and domestic
market.  The most important challenge is more and smoother integration.

○ South Asia benefits from huge populations and manufacturing opportunities, but most
countries are limited by government barriers within and between countries.

● What does it take for the US to maintain its leading position:

○ Move up the technology ladder as others nip at our heels

○ Improve the ability of our workforce to participate in automated manufacturing

○ Internationally, take the lead on global rules for state corporations, intellectual property,
investment access, data and privacy protections, labor standards, climate taxes.

○ Re-engage with global trade negotiations in Asia and the Atlantic.

○ As George Kennan said at the end of World War II: demonstrate “a spiritual vitality
capable of holding its own among ... major ideological currents” of our time.
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